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Could This Be The Last Issue of the Garden Beet?
It might be if we don't find a new editor. The Beet this month is an abbreviated version, as I had
planned on the December 2015 issue being my last. It seemed only right for the new editor to
have options open for putting his/her own stamp on the Beet. Alas, we have yet to find an
editor.
Six months ago I wrote a nine-page document to provide guidance for subsequent editors. Below
is the preamble:

Garden Beet Editor–General Description
The editor of the Garden Beet is not necessarily required to be a good writer. It is necessary to
recognize good writing, however, and to be a proficient proofreader. This is not to say that the
editor never writes anything; it is just not the most important part of the job. More important is
the ability to attract and retain a cadre of good writers and proofreaders. The articles should
strike a balance among member activities, gardening techniques and science, announcements,
etc.
Once the articles are in hand, the task is to determine what goes where, working closely with the
graphics/layout person to fit them all into an attractive, readable newsletter that is delivered on
or near the first of each month.
What is not mentioned here is that no previous journalism experience is required
to do the job. Of course, it wouldn't hurt anything if you had experience, but it is
not essential. We are not talking here about The Washington Post or the New
York Times. I did the job for three years and had no experience with a newsletter
when I started.
If you have an interest in filling this position, or perhaps you have a
friend who might like to share the job with you, please contact Eric
Weisberg at eweisberg1@ gmail.com or (541) 708-3792. You may
contact me with questions regarding the job at michaelgardenbeet@sonic.net or
(541) 664-5062. I will also be available to help get the new editor up to speed.
Michael Fowell
Master Gardener 2005
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Are you ready for a gloriously
productive new year? Let’s make it a
party, too.
I’m excited by all the competent and
dedicated members of our association.
On top of that, I’m proud and grateful
you have given me a part to
play. And, play we will!
There’s so much going on! We’re
building a new greenhouse, learning
to test soils and scope microbes,
increasing our educational content,
enhancing our Spring Garden Fair,
Winter Dreams, Demonstration
Gardens, Community Education
Classes, Community Outreach,
Community Gardens, ACCESS Garden
and Seed-to-Supper. We need your
help making these efforts fun and
central to our community.
Your participation is essential to
our success—
We need assistants/co-chairs for all
significant roles in the organization.
The leaders of our various projects
need a break every once in awhile and
sometimes retire. We can't afford
having projects suffer or die for lack
of backup or a replacement manager.
Please, don't wait for a personal
invite. Let a board member, mentor,
head gardener, me or our interim
coordinator (the fantastic Rachel
Werling) know you are available and
what you might do.
Our various activities function through
committees, which actually hash out
their own issues and choose their own
representatives to the Board. We
humbly ask you to volunteer for one
or more of the committees, e.g.
Spring Garden Fair, Winter Dreams,
the Garden Beet, community
outreach, marketing and publicity,
fundraising.
We need help in the demonstration
gardens! We are inviting the public to
more and more garden tours and are
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assuring more educational
content for our volunteers. We
will add more benches, tables
and better signage as funds
become available. We’re
stepping up our game.
We must raise more money to
fund our programs. No matter
how we perform legerdemain,
we proposed spending $40,000
more than we’re bringing in (the
budget committee had to pare it
down). That's a lot of garage
sales! The first sale will be in
conjunction with our after-theSpring-Garden-Fair plant sale,
so save your unwanted
treasures. Volunteer to help
organize and man that party.
But, we need more. We’ll
organize a fundraising
committee to tackle the
problem, and seek someone to
head it up.
Get in on the action, contact me
by email at
eweisberg1@gmail.com
or phone at 541-708-3792 any
time. Share your thoughts or get
information on any of these
opportunities. My door is open!
Eric Weisberg
President 2016
Master Gardener 2012

Amaranth:
A Hidden History
Happy New Year gardeners!
We have made it through the
longest night of the year,
December 21 and can look forward
to more light. Humans being
fundamentally a species of
harvesters, the shortest day of the
year has captured the attention of
most cultures through the ages. At
this time of year, I like to
remember Amaranth, an amazing
plant with strong ties to the winter
solstice.

Love-lies-bleeding
https://upload.wikimedia.org/
wikipedia/commons/4/43/3836_
-_Amaranthus_caudatus_%
28Zieramaranth%29.JPG

food has higher protein content
than most things we call “grain.” It
contains high levels the amino acid
lysine (common in milk), making it
a complete protein. Amaranth
is a great source of calcium,
iron and other elements as well.
Researchers believe amaranth was
first domesticated about 6,000
years ago in Mexico. The Aztecs
knew and highly valued this
wonderful source of nutrition.
Amaranth was one of the
commodities they accepted as
tribute. It is thought that the plant
accounted for as much as 80% of
their caloric intake. Tortillas used
to be made from this “pseudograin.”
If amaranth is such a great food
source and comes from
neighboring Mexico, why is it so
little known today? This brings us
back to the solstice. Amaranth was
a ceremonial part of the winter
solstice celebration in Aztec
culture. They would mix it with
sweeteners such as agave honey
and form the mixture into effigies
of certain of their gods. This form
would be broken into pieces and
eaten as part of their complex
solstice celebration. The Catholic
Conquistadors saw this ritual as a
sacrilegious parody of the Christian
communion ceremony. They
effectively abolished the growing
of Amaranth and it virtually
disappeared from cultivation. It
was only “rediscovered” in remote
corners in the 1970s.

You might know Amaranth in any
of its many forms. A cosmopolitan
genus of about 60 species,
Amaranthus can be a beautiful
ornamental, a field and roadside
weed, or an “ancient” grain (a
term I find humorous for a few
reasons, but that is for another
day). You can buy the tiny seeds
in most health food stores. The
nutritional value of amaranth is
hard to match. This remarkable

Rachel Werling

Today, if you go to some parts of
Mexico you will see little squares
cakes of puffed amaranth mixed
with panela (unrefined sugar) or
honey. These are called
“alegria” (happiness) and are not
unlike a nutritious and delicious
rice-crispy treat. In addition,
weedy forms of amaranth
(sometimes known as “pig weeds”
in our area) are harvested and
used as iron rich “quelites” (fresh
greens). Since its “rediscovery,”
amaranth had been adopted as a
significant food crop in several
regions of the world, but in the
U.S. it remains largely in the arena
of nutritionally conscious foodies
and the gluten intolerant.
In the Rogue Valley you can see
several species of Amaranthus
growing wild along roadsides, or
showy horticultural varieties, such
as “love-lies-bleeding” in flower
gardens. Birds love the tiny
delicious seeds. Perhaps you’ll give
this historic and nutritious plant a
try in your garden this spring!
Rachel Werling
Jackson County OSU
Urban Horticulture Coordinator
(interim)

“Alegria” sweets
made from amaranth.

“Dulce de amaranto.” by Adrián Cerón
–Own work. Licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0
via Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/
wiki/File:Dulce_de_amaranto..JPG#/
media/File:Dulce_de_amaranto..JPG
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Purple Paragons
Frustrated with those frigid fidget
digits? Then satisfy yourself (or surprise
your soil mate) by setting out some
sweet purple asparagus roots. Just
imagine those paragon spears rich with
B and C vitamins, as well as calcium
and iron, pushing through the rich
spring soil. Asparagus officinalis, from
the Greek word asparagos, has
been around since 200 BC, and was
cultivated by Egyptians in the
Eastern Mediterranean region.

covered in wet sand or sphagnum moss,
until ready to plant.
Given the long life of this perennial
plant, one must be particular with
preparing its surroundings. Asparagus
tolerates some shade, but produces
most prolifically in full sun, in welldrained, enriched and elevated bedding.

If you’re anxious to dig, you may sink
your shovels now. Since asparagus
survives some 20 years or so, you’ll
need to prepare deeply dug beds,
Although the mass rush of the
adding in plenty of manure-rich
gardening season is yet to come, one
compost. Although raised beds are
need not wait until spring before
best, plants will also thrive in ground
shoveling the soil. Since spading and
level soil that’s well drained. Whatever
enriching future beds for asparagus
method you choose, till the soil to a
roots should be done early, it should
depth of 9"–12". Dig trenches 6" deep
satisfy both you (and the equally
and 12" apart for root placement,
anxious excavating paws of your
saving excess soil for covering. Once
favorite canine companions) and the
the bed is prepared, soak the crowns for
future spears.
30 minutes in a full strength kelp tea to
Before bed preparation, you should select plump them. Spread the root crowns in
your rootstock. (One may sow seed, but trenches, placing them 12" apart. Cover
with about 3" of the removed soil, and
it takes more years to harvest.) Select
water with the reserved kelp tea and
stock that is virus-resistant. One-year
additional water as necessary to ensure
roots are more reliable, with less
they are well moistened. Continue
transplant shock than two-year.
covering them with an additional 3" of
Although all varieties of asparagus
produce more spears from male plants, soil every two weeks, until the trenches
are somewhat mounded and crowns are
purple varieties will likely have some
well buried. Keep the bed moist, but not
plants that are female. Some female
energy goes to seed production instead soggy, if there is no rain.
of spears. Despite this, purple spears’
Mulch the beds, remove any weeds, and
sweetness and size is worth their
water regularly for the first two years.
sowing. Whether ordered or locally
For the best spear production, don’t cut
purchased, select plump and creamy
the spears until the second year, and
rather than shriveled, dark or moldy
leave autumn ferns until they turn
root crowns (see sources below). Once
golden. Then, cut the stalks an inch
stock is selected, keep the roots cool,
above ground level and dispose of

Recipe:

them, as they can harbor disease.
Provide new mulch for winter
protection.
Add liberal amounts of rotted manure
compost or nitrogen-rich organic
fertilizer to the asparagus beds each
spring and autumn. When spears
appear the second year, cut them an
inch above ground level for a period of
6–8 weeks. Then, leave some stalks to
let the ferns feed the roots. Unless you
want more plants, removing seed ferns
promotes more spear formation.
There’s truly nothing like these stalwart
amethyst spears shooting up to cut just
before sautéing them to a glazed
sweetness. There’s something to savor
with purple asparagus that even Pixcee
rates with her four paws’ approval.
Sources:

•
•

Grange Co-op

•

Raintree Nursery:
www.raintreenursery.com

•

Nichols Garden Nursery:
www.nicholsgardennursery.com

Territorial Seeds:
www.territorialseed.com

Sydney Jordan Brown
Master Gardener 2000

Grilled Asparagus

Ingredients:
28 asparagus spears, washed and trimmed (trim at an angle, after snapping bottoms off where the tender stalk begins)
1 tablespoon toasted sesame oil
1 tablespoon fresh ginger root, peeled and minced
Fresh sea salt and pepper to taste

2 cloves garlic, peeled and pressed
1 teaspoon fresh rosemary, minced
¼ cup toasted sesame seeds

Directions:
With a fork, blend together the oil, garlic, ginger, rosemary, 1/8th teaspoon of salt and pepper to taste. Put trimmed
asparagus in a plastic zip-type bag and pour in the oil mix. Seal the bag and roll the asparagus until coated.
Heat grill, then turn to medium heat. (Use smoke chips if desired, according to directions.) Place asparagus on the grill
with spears across the grates so they don’t fall through. Close lid for about 3 minutes, then open and turn spears with
tongs. Grill again, with lid closed, 3 minutes, then repeat turning and grilling one more time. Remove spears to serving
platter and sprinkle with toasted sesame seeds. Serves 4.
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Welcome to the
members of the 2016
Master Gardener class!
Each month in the “Footsteps of the
Past” column we look back to the
wisdom of those that have come
before us and learn from those that
have paved the way to where our
organization is today. I hope you will
enjoy this look back to our very
beginnings.
Linda Holder
Master Gardener 1998
Archivist

“The Garden in January”
By Rich DiVita, December 1979
During this cold and frequently foggy
season of year most of us turn our
attention indoors and usually say
close to the hearth. It should not
be overlooked, however, that January
is an ideal time of year to plan ahead
for the next growing season and, quite
fortunately, some of our best work can
be done only a few feet from our
fireplace or woodstove. During the
spring and summer months, we
gardeners spend the majority of our
time actively working in and around the
soil. During the winter months,
however, we have the opportunity to
increase our horticultural knowledge,
and entertain ourselves as well, by
reading some of the numberless books
and magazine articles which we have
been meaning to get to the rest of the
year but never had the time until now.
January is the month for garden
planning. A well thought out, well
planned garden in January could mean
a spring and summer success. Here are
a few of the items which might make
gardening more enjoyable come
warmer weather:
Record Keeping: Here is an essential
and easy way of keeping track of
varieties planted, yield, successes
and failures as well as a method of
comparison from year to year. Keeping
records reduces the limitations of
memory and helps us to create a sense
of continuity in our own garden.
Garden Layout: Plot out how the garden
will look so that you can achieve the
maximum yield possible. Try to rotate
crops on a three year cycle. Know what
cover crops you are going to use and

when they should be planted and
turned under.
Seeds: B e g i n t o o r d e r y o u r s e e d
catalogues (if you haven’t already done
do). Looking at the garden layout
sketch will help you to order just what
you need. It helps to be discerning in
your choice and amount of seeds, but
don’t be afraid to experiment. That’s
the purpose for keeping records –
comparison, trial and error, and most of
all – enjoyment.
Tools & Equipment: The gardener who
ignores his tools in January may find his
tools ignoring him in April. Put your
equipment in operating condition while
you have some free time. This time of
year small engine repair shops
generally can get any special work done
in l e s s t i m e w i t h m o r e p e r s o n a l
attention. There is no need to wait for
repairs when the rush is on in spring. In
addition, sharpen and oil metal parts of
shovels, hoes, clippers. Check hoses
and sprinklers for good performance.
New Projects: After all of this, if you
still have time on your hands, you
might want to research a new project
that would be a useful and attractive addition to your garden as well
as provide a sense of satisfaction
which is the heartbeat of gardening. It
might be a coldframe, pond, birdhouse
or a grape arbor.

Amaryllis

Christmas Cactus

Cyclamen

All of this prior preparation will take
the needless frustration and unnecessary drudgery out of gardening.
Good gardeners plan what to do
ahead of t i m e a n d t h e n w o r k t h i s
p l a n . Satisfaction comes in directing
the overall effort and effect.
One Last Word: Lest we become too
concerned with planning for spring, we
should not overlook the beauty and
fascination of the garden in winter. A
casual but studious walk around your
property will reveal colors, textures and
movements unnoticed during the
warmer, greener times of the year. The
garden is never truly dormant and
neither is the gardener.

Phalanopsis

Orchid


Rich DiVita w a s t h e H o m e
Horticulture program assistant for
the first Jackson County Master
Gardener class in 1979.



Cymbidium Orchid
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The Literary Gardener
Join a Conversation about Gardening on the Literary Gardener Blog
"The love of gardening is a seed once
sown that never dies."
- Gertrude Jekyll
A few months ago, I led a class at the
Winter Dreams-Summer Gardens
Symposium in M edford. The idea
for the class was to introduce folks to
the Garden Guide for the Rogue Valley
as a local resource for growing
healthy, productive vegetables. I was
surprised when I learned almost everyone there al r e a d y o w n e d t h e
g u i d e ; t h e y attended the class
because they wanted to talk about
gardening with other gardeners. So
that’s what we did. I believe we all
appreciated an informal opportunity
to talk about our shared passion.
It occurred to me then that most
gardeners are usually so busy working
alone in our gardens that we don’t
often get a chance to learn from fellow
plant enthusiasts. That’s why I’m
thankful I joined the Jackson County
Master Gardener Association when I
moved to Southern Oregon five years
ago. Through my involvement, I’ve
been able to meet other gardeners in
my adopted hometown, and to learn
more about gardening in a completely
different environment than what I was
used to in Hawaii and before that in
Louisiana and Florida.
Before participating in JCMGA, I was
perfectly content to play around in the
dirt and discover things through trial
and error. I still love the serendipitous
‘aha’ moments that come just from
observing and listening closely in my
garden. But I’ve also come to
appreciate studying the science behind
growing plants, to generate questions
and hypotheses about my gardening
efforts, and then to check my theories
with others. I count it as a true
blessing to have been able to study
and practice gardening with a cohort of
kindred ‘soil’ mates during the OSU
Master Gardener program in 2011.
However, after graduating with my
hard-earned orange Master Gardener
badge in October of 2011, I began to
miss the sense of gardening
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community that had developed during
the weekly classes and practicum, as
well as the opportunities to share ideas
and problem-solve gardening issues
during volunteer work in the
Demonstration Gardens and Plant
Clinic. Like many other graduates, I
drifted away from activities at the
Extension Center with thoughts like,
“Now it’s time for me for me to focus
on my own garden.”
Certainly, I have learned a lot in these
intervening years by applying what I’ve
learned about gardening to my own
gardens in the suburbs of old East
Medford. But I’ve also come to realize
that I still need communication with
other gardeners in order to continue
growing myself, so that I might more
effectively grow plants. I truly believe
that the best gardeners are those who
grow in community. There are several
opportunities to stay in touch with
other JCMGA members: through
apprenticeships and mentorships in the
Demonstration Gardens and Plant
Clinics, and by participating in classes
offered at the Extension Center, Winter
Dreams-Summer Gardens Symposium,
and Spring Garden Fair.
Another NEW way to stay in
communication with other members of
the Jackson County Master Gardener
Association is to join a conversation
about gardening on the Literary
Gardener blog at:
http://
blogs.esouthernoregon.com/
theliterarygardener/
This past year, I have had the pleasure
of combining my passion for gardening
with my love of poetry and prose by
writing Literary Gardener columns for
the Garden Beet, Mail Tribune, and the
Jacksonville Review. The Literary
Gardener blog began in the summer.
As a representative of the Jackson
County Master Gardener Association,
my goal in each of these columns is to
share research-based information from
the OSU Extension Service and other
sources. Not only have I continued to
learn about gardening by researching
and writing these columns, but I’ve



also been able to share with the public
what the JCMGA is all about and what
we offer to the community as a
gardening resource.
My hope this year is to continue
learning and sharing through the
Literary Gardener columns and blog. I
also hope JCMGA members will utilize
the blog as a way to continue building
community by sharing our gardening
knowledge and experiences. Every
week, I address some gardening topic
in the Literary Gardener column in the
Mail Tribune on Sunday, and then I
continue the topic in that week’s blog
posting based on what’s pertinent in
my own gardening at the time. (You
don’t have to be a Mail Tribune
subscriber to access the Literary
Gardener or any of the community
blogs, though.) Every post ends with a
question or statement to spur further
discussion. Post a comment on the
topic, or ask your own question, and
be sure to tell us your name and the
year you earned your Master
G a r d ener badge. Doing so will let
other gardeners know who the JCMGA
is and what we’re all about.
I began with Gertrude Jekyll’s quote,
"The love of gardening is a seed once
sown that never dies." In 2016, I hope
you will share your love of gardening
with others by staying involved in
JCMGA – work in the Demo Gardens or
the Plant Clinic, take a class, or join a
conversation about gardening on the
Literary Gardener blog! Happy New
Year!

Rhonda Nowak
Master Gardener 2011

Jackson County Master Gardener Association
Board of Directors Meeting – December 4, 2015
PRESIDENT’S

ADDRESS

and JCMGA website administration
Rhonda will strive toward this mission.

As outgoing President, Michael Riding reminded us that it is
the Board’s duty to govern the JCMGA organization not to
micro-manage it. Issues should be resolved by committees
except policy issues spreading across several committees.
The duty of board members is to communicate and generate
interest with the overall association membership.
NEW

Splinters
from the
Board

Plant Clinic–Katy Mallams reported
that in 2015 a total of 2847
questions were answered. Next year
both Growers Markets will be in new and as yet unknown
locations. The Plant Clinic booth at the Medford Market will
need to find new storage and transportation for the booth
equipment.

BUSINESS

Scholarships – The Carol Oneal scholarship for 2016 is
available for those taking the Master Gardener class. We
have one applicant. We need clear guide-lines for how to
evaluate and reply, etc.

Practicum–Heaters and fans were installed in the new Prop
House. The clematis was moved to both sides of the arbor
leading into the Kitchen Garden. Plumbing lines were run
from Greenhouse #1 to the new Prop House. An outside
work area was created.

REPORTS
Marketing–Rhonda Nowak suggested that we send out the
Garden Beet link in an e-mail with other items so that we
can get as many people to visit the website as possible. A
hard copy is also available.

Gardens and Grounds–Thank you to those who have been
winterizing the above ground water equipment. The main
sump was opened and the control box set to operate every
day. As each valve opens any water remaining in the system
drains out. All the gardens watered by the automated
sprinkler control box should be drained by now. Victor and
Glenn did not find any frozen irrigation lines. The irrigation
pump will be shut off until late January. Victor is working on
plans for the pump house for the irrigation pump. Glenn will
use the weed burner on the parking lot and paths in the
next few weeks.

Greenhouse–The permit application went to the County on
December 2nd. We do need a flood-plain review.
Scholarships–Barbara Davidson confirmed that recipients
of the OSU Endowment and the JCMGA scholarships are
enrolled in school full time and therefore are cleared to
receive the scholarships.
OMGA–Mini College for 2016 will be August 4–6. New ideas
for class topics and speakers are welcome.

Children’s Garden–There is still a little work to be done on
the raised beds. All weeds along the west fence and the
picket fence were dispatched by a hard working team in the
first work session. The second work session finished up all of
the boxes with just a few tasks to be done to put the garden
to bed for the winter. The soil, amendments and compost
will be added in spring.

Barbara Davidson showed the group samples of stickers to
be used rather than the swingers to show recertification.
We will receive a few pages of the stickers so we can try
them out.
OSU Coordinator–Rachel Werling is working on 2016
training. Rhianna has prepared well. We are looking for a
new editor for the Garden Beet. Rachel will mostly be
focusing on MG training on Wednesdays and Tuesday
afternoons. Fifty-four participants have signed up for the
2016 program. Thanks Jane Moyer for presenting the
Practicum at orientation. Rachel and the Plant Clinic
specialist will finalize the training activities for the spring
program. Seed to Supper is progressing well; instructor
training is winding up and locations are being finalized.

Apprentice Coordinator–The Head Gardeners elected Bill
Hampton as their new representative. Linda will continue to
attend most Head Gardener meetings. The Head Gardeners
would like to give their garden presentations to the class of
2016 outside in their gardens next March. Linda is looking
for an Assistant Apprentice Coordinator. We need a new
Head Gardener for the Native Plant Garden. Sherri Morgan is
stepping down.

Winter Dreams–One hundred ninety-eight people attended
Winter Dreams/Summer Gardens on Nov. 7, 2015. We had
on-line registration, but not on-line payment resulting in a
discrepancy between registrations and participants. The
speakers with the best reviews contained the following
traits: accurate class description, knowledge
a n d enthusiasm, well organized, applicability to gardeners
and keeping it engaging. Areas needing work were: signage,
lunch, opportunities to network, educational displays, and
publicity (most people learned about it from the JCMGA
email and the website).

Community Outreach Report–Debra Osborne is searching
for a location for presenting the Seed to Supper beginning
gardening program. Food Security planted a winter cover
crop of fava beans. A map of all Jackson County Community
Gardens is being developed and will be posted at the Spring
Garden Fair.
OTHER

BUSINESS

Thank you to all the board members with special thanks to
those who won’t be back next year. It has been a wonderful
year. Thank you to Michael Riding and welcome to Eric
Weisberg, our outgoing and incoming Presidents.

Saturday and Evening Classes–Thirty-one attended the
ADJOURNMENT/ NEXT MEETING
November class called Microgreens. Structures to Extend the
The next Board meeting will be held January 4th , 2016, at 10am .
Growing Season will be in December. Beginning in January,
these classes will be called Community Education Classes.
Respectfully submitted,
Publicity–Rhonda Nowak presented revised guidelines for
Pam Mooers
Publicity and Marketing. Her Mission: To promote JCMGA
Recording Secretary
programs and events as local gardening resources. Through
Master Gardener 2014
Advertising, Publicity Materials, Promotional Items
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